We present a high-performance source of unconditional polarization-entangled photons that have a high-emission rate, a broadband distribution, are degenerated and postselection free. The property of the source is based on the multiple quantum interference effect with a round-trip configuration of a Sagnac interferometer. The quantum interference effects make it possible to use the high generation efficiency of the polarization-entangled photons to process parametric down-conversion, and separate degenerated photon pairs into different optical modes without a postselection requirement. The principle of the optical system was described and experimentally used to measure the fidelity and Bell parameters, and also to characterize the generated polarization-entangled photons from a minimum of six combinations of polarization correlated data. The experimentally obtained fidelity and Bell parameters exceeded the classical local correlation limit and are clear evidence of the generation of unconditional polarization-entangled photons.
Introduction
The entangled state of photons has attracted considerable interest in the study of local realism in quantum theory and novel applications of quantum cryptography 1 , quantum dense coding 2 , quantum repeater 3 , and quantum teleportation 4 . Spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) is a second-order nonlinear process that has been introduced to directly produce entangled photon pairs in the polarization states. Owing to the recent development in quasi-phase-matching techniques, the periodically poled KTiOPO 4 (ppKTP) and LiNbO 3 (ppLN) have become a standard technique 5 . Several types of entanglement sources are developed by combining these nonlinear crystals with a Sagnac interferometer 6, 7, 8 . In particular, the scheme with orthogonally polarized photon pairs obtained by type-II SPDC makes it possible to generate unconditional polarization-entangled photons and also separate degenerated polarization-entangled photon pairs into different optical modes without postselective detection 7 .
In contrast, type-0 SPDC has the advantage of a simple setup and a high-emission ratio of photon pairs 9 . Moreover, the generated photon pairs in type-0 SPDC show a much broader bandwidth than the photons of type-II SPDC. The total photon-pair production rate per unit pump power is two orders of magnitude higher due to its large bandwidth 8 . A large bandwidth of correlated photon pairs allows a very short coincidence time between the detected photon pairs. This property has led to several potential applications such as quantum optical coherence tomography 10 , for achieving ultrashort temporal correlations through nonlinear interactions with the flux of entangled photons 11 , metrology methods using the very narrow dip in quantum interference 12 , quantum clock synchronization 13 , time-frequency entanglement measurement 14 , and multimode frequency entanglement 15 . However, the scheme with ordinary type-0 SPDC requires conditional detection schemes 6 or wavelength filtering 8 or spatialmode filtering to separate the generated polarization-entangled photons 16 .
We realized a scheme that satisfies the properties of both type-0 and type-II SPDC simultaneously based on multiple quantum interference processes , H and V are called the rectilinear polarization bases. D and A are called the diagonal polarization bases. R and L are called the circular polarization bases. These pure and also mixed states of the polarization can be represented by density matrixes based on the H-and Vpolarization bases 18 .
The operating principle of the scheme is shown in Figure 1a -e. The laser is injected into a polarization Sagnac interferometer comprised of a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), two half-wave plates set to 45 o (HWP1) and 22.5 o (HWP2), a ppKTP crystal, and mirrors. The polarization optics with this setup work for both the wavelength of the pump laser field and down-converted photons.
The H-component of the pump laser passes through the PBS as shown in Figure 1a and round trips the setup in a clockwise (CW) direction. The polarization of the pump laser was inverted to the diagonal (D) state through HWP2. Here the V-component of the pump laser works for down-conversion, and the generated photons are V-polarized with type-0 SPDC. The SPDC polarization state of generated photon pairs can be represented as:
. (2) The down-converted photon pairs are H-polarized through the HWP1 set to 45 o as shown in Figure 1b , and the polarization state becomes:
.
The pump laser beam again injected the inverted photon pairs into the ppKTP. The generated photon pairs from the second SPDC are both Vpolarized and superposed with the photon pairs generated by the first SPDC for a collinear optical mode as shown Figure 1c . The polarization state of the photon pairs after the second SPDC is represented as:
where is the relative phase between the photon pair from the first and second SPDC. The phase does not vary with time because it is determined by the HWP1's material dispersion between the pump laser and the down-converted photons, and adjustable by tilting HWP1. The H (V)-polarization state of the down-converted photons was inverted to A (D) state as shown in (1) . The polarization state of the output photon pair from HWP2 is represented as:
When the phase is set by tilting HWP1, only the first term of the state (5) remains as shown in Figure 1d . This is the quantum interference process that corresponds to the reverse Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interference process of the polarization bases 19 . When the Hphoton passes through PBS and the V-photon is reflected by PBS, the polarization state of the output photon pairs from PBS is represented as for optical mode1 and 2 as shown in Figure 1e .
Conversely, the V-component of the pump laser was reflected by PBS as shown in Figure 1f and round tripped in a counter-clockwise (CCW) direction. Through similar multiple type-0 SPDC processes and unitary transformations, the polarization state of the output from PBS becomes . When the polarization state of the pump laser was prepared in diagonal (D) state, the relative phase between H-and V-components of the pump laser was zero. Therefore, the output state of generated photons from CW and CCW directions are superposed with the same amplitudes and represented as: The output state is a polarization-entangled state known as one of the Bell states and can be converted to other three states using the polarization optics elements 7 . Using the relation shown in (1), the output state can be represented by diagonal polarization bases as:
and by circular polarization bases as: .
Protocol
The adopted procedure comprises four main stages using the overall experimental setup shown in Figure 2 . The first stage was the preparation of the pump laser for SPDC. In the second stage, the optical interferometer -Sagnac interferometer was constructed using a nonlinear crystal and optical polarization components. The coincidence measurement procedure using the electrical components shown in Figure 3 was described in the third stage. Finally, the actual photon correlation data shown in Figure 4 was used to estimate the fidelity and Bell parameters of the generated unconditional polarization-entangled photons.
Configuration of the pump laser
1. Switch on the 405 nm grating-stabilized single-frequency laser diode. Adjust the output power to a few mW by reducing the input electrical current to the laser diode and by neutral density filters. 2. Construct an external cavity between the surface of the laser diode and the holographic grating (3,600 mm −1 ) to realize a single-frequency operation referred to as a spectrometer. Place the holographic grating about 45 o against the laser diode surface and slowly move the screw to adjust the degree, and maximize the output power from the cavity by referring to the image of the beam. 3. Couple a laser to the polarization-maintaining optical fiber (PMF) to run a single spatial-mode operation. Adjust the fiber coupler screws to maximize the output power from PMF using a power meter. 4. Collimate the output laser from the PMF with a fiber coupler lens. Channel the output laser through an isolator into the center of half-wave plate (HWP), a quarter-wave plate (QWP), and a short-pass dichroic mirror (DM) as shown in Figure 2 . For the purpose of generating the polarization-entangled photons with the state as in (6) 
Construction of the interferometric setup
1. Place a dichroic mirror (DM), a regular mirror, a PBS, and a ppKTP crystal with dimensions: 10 mm long (crystallographic x-axis), 10 mm wide (y-axis), and 1 mm thick (z-axis) as shown in Figure 2 . The PBS operates at both the wavelength of the laser (405 nm) and that of the down-converted photons (810 nm). The poling period of the ppKTP crystal is 3.425 which is designed for the collinear type-0 SPDC with 405 nm laser pump and has an anti-reflection coating at both wavelengths. 2. Adjust the PBS and mirrors using the pump laser (405 nm) and a reference laser (810 nm). Since the length from the input to output of the interferometer is about 600 mm, make the transmitted and reflected light from PBS parallel for more than 600 mm (desirable for a few meters) to make spatial mode matchings. 3. Place HWP1 and HWP2 into the setup. They operate at both 405 nm and 810 nm wavelengths. Adjust the HWPs to be perpendicular to the incident light using the reflected light from the surface. Set the angle of HWP1 to 45 o and HWP2 to 22.5 o 4. Place a retroreflector into the setup. Adjust the position of the retroreflector such that the clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW) reference beams are on the same spatial mode. Place charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras on mode 1 and 2 in Figure 2 to refer the beam profiling images from the output of the interferometer. Adjust the mirror and retroreflector to make the spatial mode matching by referring the profiling images on the camera. 5. Place a focus lens between QWP for laser and DM. Since the length from the input to output of the interferometer is about 600 mm, select a lens with a focus length of 300 mm. Empirically set the focal point of the input laser pump to not be on the exact middle point of the interferometer but to be around the generation position of the second SPDC to make same-level generation efficiency of down-converted photons between first and second SPDC. 6. Remove the CCD camera and place QWPs, polarizers (POLs), interference filters (IFs) with an 810 nm center and 3 nm bandwidth in the mode 1 and 2 as shown in Figure 2 . Adjust the optical elements to be perpendicular to the incident light using the reflected light. Couple the reference laser beams to the multimode fibers using fiber couplers for detection. 7. Place a 300 mm focus lens between DM and QWP in mode 1 and mode 2. Make the output reference laser beams to collimate for detection. 8. Connect the multimode fibers to the single-photon counting modules (SPCMs) constructed from Silicon (Si) avalanche photodiodes. Switch off the reference laser. Switch on the SPCMs in a darkroom condition, and count the down-converted photons. 9. Adjust the temperature of ppKTP crystal mounted on a temperature controller by referencing the count rates of down-converted photons. The appropriate temperature is typically 25-30 °C. 10. Adjust the tilting angle of HWP1 to maximize the count rates of down-converted photons. If the count rates are too weak, measure the counts without the optical elements in mode 1 and 2.
Measurement procedure of the coincidence count
1. Select the polarization bases in mode 1 and 2 to measure the incident polarization-entangled photons using POLs and QWPs as shown in 2. Determine the degree of polarization correlation between two photons for three polarization bases defined by 20, 21 : (7) where refers to the polarization bases of the rectilinear (H and V), diagonal (D and A), and circular (R and L) bases. The measured secondorder correlation functions give the degree of each polarization bases as follows: , and .
3. Determine the fidelity of generated entangled photons. Calculate the fidelity of the polarization-entangled state with respect to the state (6) in three bases 20, 21 :
The measured degrees of polarization correlation was . The number exceeded the classical polarization correlation limit
Representative Results
The optical system to generate unconditional entangled photons for polarization states based on multiple quantum interferences and detection schemes to estimate the experimental fidelity by polarization correlation of generated photon pairs was discussed. The estimated fidelity of the generated photons exceeded the classical local correlation limit of 0.50. The measured Bell parameters exceeded the classical parameter limit of 2 and violated the Bell inequality. In this paper, coincidence measurements obtained from a minimum of six combinations of polarization bases were used to evaluate these parameters. Furthermore, it is possible to completely reconstruct the density matrix of the generated polarizationentangled photons via quantum state tomography, which requires coincidence measurements of 16 combinations of polarization bases 18 . 
Discussion
The critical step within the protocol is how to maximize the fidelity of the generated polarization entangled photons. The estimated fidelity and Bell parameters are currently limited, mainly because we used multimode fibers to collect the generated entangled photons. The tilting of HWP1 affected the height difference of the spatial modes between the photons of the first and second SPDC and caused a spatial-mode mismatch on the output of the Sagnac interferometer. The fidelity is expected to be higher when using single-mode fibers that filter out the spatial-modeoverlapping area of the generated first and second SPDC photons. Moreover, the birefringence effect of the ppKTP crystal affected the mode mismatch between the first and second SPDC photons. In future, we can possibly improve the parameters by using additional compensation crystals.
The significance of the protocol is to realize several properties simultaneously with respect to existing method. The source of the polarization entangled photons with the protocol have a high-emission rate, are degenerate, have a broadband distribution, and are post-selection free. The characteristic advantage of the protocol is based on the multiple quantum interference using a double-pass polarization Sagnac interferometer. The photonic system makes it possible to use the large generation efficiency of polarization entangled photons and to separate degenerate photon pairs into different optical modes with no requirement of postselection. The system of high-performance polarization entangled photons can be applied for novel photonic quantum information technologies 1, 2, 3, 4 .
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